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ABSTRACT 0F THE DISCLOSURE 

A comer construction having a corner connector mem 
ber with three prongs extending snugly into longitudinal 
sockets in post and rail members arranged to define a 
showcase corner. Screw mean-s lare also provided to en 
gage the prongs to hold the corner assembled and aligned 
panel-receiving channels yare provided in the post and rails. 
The present invention relates in general to showcases, 

or the like, and a primary object of the invention is to 
provide a showcase having »a construction such that it 
can be manufactured, shipped, assembled and installed at 
but a fraction of the cost of conventional showcase manu 
facturing, assembling, shipping and installation proce 
dures. 

The better `showcases currently in use have expensive 
Welded frames, usually of stainless steel. The welded joints 
must be ground and polished, which is »a costly operation 
because of the difficulty of handling something as cum 
bersome as a showcase frame. Subsequently, e-ach frame 
may be subjected to such additional operations as clean 
ing, plating, and the like, each such operation requiring 
a tank-large enough to permit the entire frame to be sub 
merged. 

After each frame has been completed, it must be glazed 
and then crated and shipped to its destination. Alterna 
tively, it must be crated and shipped to its destination and 
then glazed. In either event, high cr-ating and shipping 
costs are incurred because of the bulk involved. 

lFurther, the cost of glazing a conventional showcase 
of the foregoing nature is high because the stainless steel 
components of the frame cannot economically be formed 
with cross sectional configurations conducive to easy glaz 
ing. The glass panes or panels must be secured in place 
by molding strips or clips fastened to interior portions of 
the showcase-frame components by means of'screws. This 
necessitates a great deal of cutting, fitting, mitering, drill 
ing, tapping and installing screws Iaround each panel. 
Furthermore, all of this work must be carried out from 
`cramped quarters within ̀ the showcase. 
The present invention materially reduces the foregoing 

high costs of manufacturing, assembling, shipping, glaz 
ing, and the like, by providing, ’and -a basic object of the 
invention is to provide, -a showcase frame which requires 
no welding and subsequent grinding, polishing, cleaning, 
plating, and the like, which can be shipped disassembled 
to reduce shipping costs drastically, and which is easily 
assembled vand glazed at its destination, preferably utiliz 
ing -gl-ass obtained locally to avoid high glass shipping 
costs. A related object is to provide a showc-ase frame 
which can be assembled and lglazed at its destination with 
but »a few screws, or the like, these being easily installed 
from within the showcase. ' 

An important object is to provide -a showcase frame 
construction of the foregoing nature which has a per 
fectly smooth exterior, all adjacent external surfaces be 
ing ñush with each other, which has rounded corners at 
waist level, and which has no external screws, bolts, or 
the like. This smooth, tlush external construction, with 
no external screw or bolt heads, provides a pleasing ap 
pearance and is easy to clean. Furthermore, it is easy 
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to slide merchandise, coins, ‘and the like, oiï the top of 
the showcase. The rounded corners are important to pre 
vent injury to customers and employees where such corn 
ers are Iat waist level, or thereabouts. 
Another and extremely important object of the inven 

tion is to facilitate glazing of the showcase frame by pro 
viding it with frame members having longitudinal panel 
receiving channels into which the corresponding edges of 
the glass panels may simply be shipped as the frame is as 
sembled. With this construction, no fittingV and attachment 
of molding strips, clips, or the like, for securing the glass 
panels are required. Also, the tremendous labor cost of, 
and the unsightly appearance resulting from, the countless 
screws needed for attaching such separate glass securing 
elements, are avoided. 

‘Still another important object is to provide frame mem 
bers having the required longitudinal panel-receiving 
channels formed integrally therewith, so that each frame 
member is a single piece with no assembly of separate 
components required. In this connection, an important ob 
ject is to utilize extrusions of appropriate cross sectional 
configurations for the various post and rail members of 
thev showcase frame,> such extrusions preferably being 
formed of aluminum, anodized, enameled, or plated as 
desired. 

Yet another important object of the invention is to 
provide a showcase frame wherein the various post and 
rail members have square-cut ends, as opposed to mitered 
ends, and to provide complementary connectors, for in 
terconnecting such square-cut ends, which produce the 
desired smooth, flush external contour for the showcase 
frame. With this construction, the various post and rail 
members c-an be furnished in stock lengths 'and can be cut 
to the required lengths by the showcase manufacturer 
readily since only square cuts are required. This repre 
sents a further saving, particularly in anodizing or plating, 
handling and shipping, since fewer pieces must be proc 
essed. 

‘Considering the invention more speciñcally now, a b-asic 
object thereof is to provide la showcase-frame corner 
4construction which includes: a post member and two rail 
members respectively having ends positioned in corner 
forming relation and respectively having sockets and 
panel-receiving channels extending longitudinally thereof; 
a comer connector having three prongs respectively 
:aligned with and plugged into the sockets in the members 
and having three abutment surfaces respectively engaged 
by the ends of the members in abutting relation; and 
means securing the ends of the members to the prongs, 
respectively. A related object is to provide a corner con 
struction of the foregoing nature which includes .a one 
piece comer connector having the three prongs mentioned 
formed integrally therewith. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a corner 

construction as hereinbefore outlined wherein the corner 
connectork and the post .and rail members may be as 
sembled quickly and easily by means of as few as three 
screws extending laterally into the respective sockets and 
engaging the respective prongs, such screws being installed 
from within the showcase to avoid external screw heads, 
or the like. 
Another object of the. invention is to provide the post 

and rail members and the corner connector with ñush 
external surfaces so that the external contour of the 
showcase-frame corner construction is absolutely smooth. 

Since, with the showcase-frame corner construction> 
hereiu‘before outlined, the corner connector has three 
prongs respectively plugged’ into the corresponding 
sockets in the post and rail members and has three abut 
ment surfaces respectively engaged by the corresponding 
ends of the post and rail members in abutting relation, 
a very rigid and sturdy corner construction results, 
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. which is an important feature of the invention. Another 
object in this connection is to provide the corner con 
nector with abutment surfaces for the ends of the post 
and rail members which are located on all sides of the 
prongs, thereby providing greater bearing Vor abutment 
areas between the corner connector and the ends of the 
post and rail members for additional strength and rigidity. 

Anotherobject of the invention is to provide a show 
case-frame construction which includes a base and base 
connectors secured to the lbase and ïhaving upstanding 

' lugs plugged into the longitudinal sockets in the post 
members at the lower ends of the post members, thereby 
rigidly securing the post members tothe base. 
The foregoing objects, advantages, features and results 

of the present invention, together with various other ob 
jects, advantages, features and results thereof which will 
be evident Yto those skilled in the showcase and analogous 
arts, may be achieved with the exemplary embodiments 
of the invention described in detail hereinafter and illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, in which: 
Y FIG.V 1 is an isometric view of a vertical-front show 
case embodying the invention; ' 
FIG. 2 is an end view of a slant-front showcase of the 

invention; ' Y 

FIGS. 3 and 4 are enlarged sectional views respectively 
taken along the arrowed lines 3.-3 and 4--4 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view taken as indi 
Ycated by-the arrowed line 5-5 of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a view similar to the upper left corner of 
FIG. 4, but illustrating an alternative construction; 

FIG. 7 is a rview similar to the upper right corner -of 
FIG. 4, Ibut illustrating another alternative construction; 
` FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 7, but illustrating yet 
yanotheralternative construction; Y 

FIG. 9 is a fragmentary horizontal sectional viewillus 
Y trating the manner in which two showcases of the in 
vention may be coupled together in end-to-end relation 
with the glass panels omitted from the abutting showcase 
ends; ' - 

FIG. 10 is an isometric view of a corner connector of 
the invention; ' . 

FIG. ll is a view similar to FIG. 10, but illustrating 
the presently preferred corner connector of the inven 
tion; . - 

FIG. Vl2 is an isometric view of a presently preferred 
base connector ofthe invention; Y ` 

FIG. l3-is an isometric viewof another alternative 
corner connector of the invention; ' . ' Y 

FIG. V14 is an isometric view of an alternative base 
connector of the invention; and 
FIG. 15 is an isometric view of yet another alternative 

YVcorner connector of the invention. 
Referring initially to FIGS. l1 and 2 of Vthe drawings, 

respectively illustrated therein are vertical-front and slant 
front showcases 20 and 20a which embody the invention. 
The showcases 20 and 20a respectively include bases 22 
and 22a to which Íare secured the lower ends of front 
posts or post members 24 and 24a and the lower ends 
of rear posts members 26 and 26a, the front posts 24 be 

Y ing vertical and the front posts 24a sloping upwardly and 
rearwardly. The showcases 20 and 20a include front rails 
or rail members 28 and 28a, rear rails or rail members 
30 and 30a, and side rails or rail members 32 and 32a. 
vIn the showcase 20, each front 24 is connected to the 

front rail 28 and the corresponding side rail 32 by a 
front corner or corner construction 34>of the invention, 
and’each rear post 26 is connected to the rear rail 30 
and the corresponding side rail 32 by a rear corner orV 
corner construction 36 of the invention. Similarly, in 
the `showcase 20a, each front post 24a is connected to 
the frontV rail 28a and the corresponding side rail 32a 
by a front corner or corner construction 34a of the in 
vention, and each rear post 26a is connected to the rear 
Vrail 30a and the corresponding side rail 32a by a rear 
corner or corner construction 36a of the invention. 
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4 
The two showcases 20 and 20a are identical except 

forV differences necessary to accommodate the slant front 
of the showcase 20a. More particularly, the connections 
of the front posts 24a to the base 22a are identical in 
principle and similar inconstruction to the connections 
of the front posts 24 to the base 22. The front corners 
34a are identical in principle and similar in construction 
to the front corners 34. Consequently, only the vertical 
front showase 20 will be described in detail hereinafter, 
it being understood that the description of the showcase 
20 is equally applicable kto the slant-front showcase 20a. 
. As best shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings, the base> 
22 is shown as mounted on a pedestal 38 which provides 
a front toe space 40. The edges of the base 22 are shown 
as projecting horizontally outwardly beyond the frame of 
the showcase 20 to provide a peripheral ledge. However, 
this ledge can be omitted if desired by making theV edges e 
of the base 22 flush with the showcase frame. The corners 
of the base 22 may also be rounded to conform to and to 
be tiushrwith the rounded external corners of the posts 
>24 and 26. 

Mortised into the base 22l are L-shaped base connec 
tors 42, FIGS. 5 and 12, having upstanding lugs» 44 
plugged into the lower ends of longitudinally extending, 
i.e., vertically extending, sockets 46 in the front and rear 
posts 24 and 26, the latter having square-cut lower ends 
seated against the upper surface of the base. The base 
connectors 42 are shown as secured'to the base 22 by 
screws 48 extending downwardly through the horizontal 
legs of the connectors into the base. Each base connector 
isV further secured by a screw 50 extending upwardly 
through the base 22 and threaded into a bore in the cor 
responding lug 44. Each of the posts 24 and 26 is se 
cured to the corresponding lug 44 very simply by a 
screw 52, FIGS. 4 and 5. Each screw 52 extends diagonal 
ly from the'interior of the showcase 20 through the lower 
end of the corresponding post 24 or 26 into engagement 
with the corresponding base connectorV lug 44. Since, as 
hereinbefore indicated, all parts of the frame of the 
showcase 20 are made of aluminum, the screws 52 may 
be self-tapping screws threaded into holes drilled through 
the lower ends of the posts 24 and 26 into the Vcorrespond 
ing base-connector lugs 44. Thus, after the posts 24 and 
26 have been pressed onto the base-connector lugs 44,. 
they may be secured thereto very simply by drilling four 
holes and insertingV four self-tapping screws 52. It will 
be noted that the heads of the screws 52 are inside the 
showcase 20 to avoid interference with the desired smooth 
external contour for the showcase. 
As best shown 'in FIG. 3 of the drawings, the front 

posts 24 have longitudinally extending, i.e., vertically ex. 1 
tending, integral, panel-receiving channels 54 which face 
each other and which receive therein corresponding edges 
of a front glassrpanel 56 of the showcase 20. The lower 
edge of the> front glassYV panel 56 is disposed in an up 
wardly-facing, channel-shaped front bottom rail 58, FIG. 
4, secured to the base 22 by one or more screws 60. It 
will be noted that the front surface of the front bottom 
rail 58 is ilush with the front surfaces of the front posts 
24. The top edge of the front glass' panel 56 is disposed 
in a downwardly-facing, longitudinally-extending, integral 
channel 62 forming part of the front top rail 28. 
As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the edges of the front 

glass panel 56 are set in plastic channels 64 pressed into 
the corresponding channels 54, 58 and 62 of the frame 
of the showcase 20. Such plastic channels holdvthe front 
glass panel 56 ñrmly in place in a very simple manner 
which is conductive to easy installation since no glazing ' 
compounds, or'the like are required. This same treat 
mentAis accorded to all of the upright glass panels in 
corporated in the showcase 20 so that no further descrip 
tion will be required. 

Side glass panels 66, FIG. 3, are set in longitudinally 
extending, i.e., vertically-extending, channels 68 formedk 
integrally with the front and rear posts 24 and 26. The 
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lower edges of the side glass panels 66 are set in upward 
ly-facing channel-shaped, side bottom rails 70 flush with 
the external side surfaces of the posts 24 and 26 and 
screwed to the base 22. The upper edges of the side 
glass panels 66 are set in downwardly-facing, longi 
tudinally-extending, integral channels in the top side rails 
32, such channels not being specifically shown, but being 
substantially identical to the channel 62 in the top front 
rail 28. 
As best shown in FIG. 3 of the drawings, the rear 

posts 26 are provided with vertically-extending, integral 
channels 74 in side-by-side relation, the channels 74 in 
one rear post facing the channels 74 in the other. Screwed, 
or otherwise secured, to the base 22 is a bottom rear rail 
76 the ends of which are set in notches 78 in the rear 
posts 26 for positive alignment purposes. The bottom rear 
rail 76 is provided with horizontally-extending channels 
80 in side-by-side relation, such channels being aligned 
with the respective channels 74 in the rear posts 26. The 
top rear rail 30 is similarly provided with longitudinally 
extending, i.e„ horizontally-extending, integral channels 
82 in side~byside relation, the channels 82 facing the 
respective channels 80 and being aligned with the re 
spective channels 74 in the rear posts 26. 
The channels 80 in the bottom rear rail 76 contain 

horizontally-extending tracks 84 for roller assemblies 86 
carrying bypassing rear panels 88, preferably of glass, 
which extend upwardly into plastic guide channels 90'set 
in the downwardly-facing channels 82 in the top rear 
rail 30. When the bypassing rear panels 88 are in their 
closed positions, as shown in FIG. 3, they engage re 
silient bumpers 92 set in the vertically-extending channels 
74 in the rear posts 2,6. Preferably, resilient bumpers 92 
are located in all four of the channels 74 to serve as 
stops for the bypassing rear panels 88 irrespective of their 
directions of movement. 

Referring to FIGS. 3 to 5 and 10 of the drawings, each 
of the front and rear corners 34 and 36 includes a corner 
connector 94 having a depending prong 96 plugged, with a 
press ñt, into the upper end of the corresponding socket 
46 in the corresponding one of the front and rear posts 
24 and 26. The corner connector 94 also includes horizon 
tally-extending prongs 98 respectively plugged, with press 
fits, into the adjacent ends of longitudinally-extending 
sockets 100 respectively formed in the corresponding side 
rail 32 and the corresponding front or rear rail 28 or 30. 
As will be apparent, the respective sockets 46 and 100 
parallel the channels in the corresponding posts and rails, 
being separated therefrom |by longitudinally extending, 
inwardly projecting flanges, as clearly shown in FIGS. 
3 to 5. 
Each corner connector 94 is provided with a horizontal 

abutment surface 102 having portions on all sides of the 
depending prong 96 and engageable in abutting relation 
by the square-cut upper end of the corresponding post 24 
or 26. Similarly, each corner connector 94 is provided 
with vertical abutment surfaces 104 respectively located 
on all sides of the corresponding horizontally-extending 
prongs 98 and respectively engageable in abutting relation 
by the'adjacent square-cut ends of the corresponding ones 
of the rails 28, 30 'and 32. Such abutting relationships be 
tween the various abutment surfaces 102 and 104 and the 
corresponding square-cut post and rail ends result in only 
hair-line cracks at the junctions of the posts and rails with 
the corner connectors 94. Also, these abutting relation 
ships contribute to the strength vand rigidity of the corners 
34 and 36 achieved bythe press ñts between the prongs 
96 anad 98 in the sockets 46 and 100. The hair-line joints 
|between the corner connectors 94 and the various posts 
and rails provide a clean-cut appearance from the exterior 
of the showcase 20, 

Theexternal surfaces of the corner connectors 94 are 
rounded Iand are tlush with complementary external sur 
4faces on the various posts and rails. This provides the 
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6 
frame of the showcase 20 with a smooth exterior which 
is easy to clean and maintain, and the rounded, tlush sur 
faces of the posts, rails and corner connectors 94 mini 
mize any possibility of injury to employees or customers, 
particularly if the corner connectors 94 are at approxi 
mately waist level. 

In the particular construction illustrated in FIGS. 3 
to 5 and 10, the horizontally-extending prongs 98 con~ 
sîitute a separate L-shaped part the apex of which is suit 
ably secured within a notch 106 in the body of the corner 
connector 94, as by a screw, not shown, extending up 
wardly through the corner connector into engagement 
with the L-shaped part forming the prongs 98. To achieve 
additional rigidity with this construction the abutment 
surfaces 104 are provided with short lugs 108 pressed into 
the adjacent ends of the channels iu the corresponding rail 
members, as b'est shown in FIG. 5. 
The depending prong 96 of each corner connector 94 

is secured to the upper end of the corresponding post 24 
or 26 by a self-tapping screw 110 threaded into holes 
drilled from the interior of the showcase 20 »after `assem 
bly. Asbest shown in FIG. 3, the screws 110 used to secure 
the front corner connectors 94 to the front posts 24 are 
oriented diagonally. The screws 110 for attaching the rear 
corner connectors 94 to the rear posts 26 are threaded into 
holes drilled inwardly from the rearmost channels 74 in 
the rear posts, the heads of these screws being covered by 
the corresponding resilient bumpers 92. 
The horizontally extending prongs 98 of each corner 

connector 94 are secured to the corresponding rails by 
clamps 112 engageable with the undersides of the inwardly 
projecting flanges separating the sockets 100` in the rails 
from the downwardly-facing channels therein. As shown 
in FIGS. 4 and 5, the clamps 112 are secured by screws 
114 threaded into the horizontally-extending prongs 98. 
The screws 114 are »accessible from t-he corresponding 
downwardly~facing channels in the corresponding rails. 

Thus, it will -be apparent that each corner connector 94 
is secured to the corresponding post and rails very simply 
by means of a small number of screws to provide a sturdy 
and rigid interconnection between the corresponding post 
and rails, which Iare important features of the invention. 
The square-cut ends of the post and rails firmly engage 
the corresponding abutment surfaces 102 and 10‘4 on each 
corner connector 94 to provide additional rigidity and to 
leaveV nothing more than hair-line cracks between the 
corner connector and the post and rails. The rounded, 
flush external surfaces of each corner connector 94 and 
the corresponding post and >rails provide a smooth external 
contour having a pleasing appearance and minimizing 
the possibility of injury to employees or customers. It 
will be further noted that all of the screws utilized in as 
sembling the various components of the frame of the 
showcase 20 are installed from the interior of the show 
case so that there are no external screw heads, or the like, 
to mar the smooth exterior configuration achieved fby the 
invention. 
The top front, rear and side rails 28, 30 land 32 areV 

provided with ledges 116 for a top glass panel 118 of a 
thickness such that its top surface is flush with the top 
surfaces of the rails mentioned, as shown in FIG. 4 of the 
drawings. In actual practice, the top glass panel 118 may 
project slightly above the top surfaces of the rails 28, 30 
and 32, the object being to permit coins, merchandise, 
and other articles, to slide freely olf the top o-f îthe show 
case 20. In no event should the top surface of the top 
glass panel 118 be below the top surfaces of the rails 
28, 30 and 32. 

Referring to FIG. 11 of the drawings, illustrated therein 
is a presently preferred corner connector 94a of the inven 
tion. The corner connector 94a is identical in principle to 
the corner connector 94 and includes a depending prong 
96a, horizontally extending prongs 98a, a horizontal abut 
ment 10211 on all sides of the depending prong, and verti 
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cal abutment surfaces 104e 
prongs. The only dilîerence between the corner connector 
94a and the corner connector 94 is that the horizontal 
prongs'V 98e are also integral, the entire corner connector 
94a being of one-piece construction. The result of this 
construction is that the corner connector 94a provides an 
even more sturdy and rigid interconnection between the 
corresponding post and rails than does the corner con 
nector 94. , Y 

VThe corner connector 94a is also shown as having suit 
ably attached thereto, or formed integrally therewith, 
lugs10Sa corresponding to the lugs 108 and adapted to 
be pressed into the adjacent ends of the corresponding 
downwardly-facing channels inthe corresponding ones of 
the rails 28, 30 and 32. ̀ Projecting from and integral with 
the lugs 108e are clamps 112e paralleling the prongs 98a 
and corresponding to the clamps l112 of the corner con 
nector 94 and'adapted to be secured by screws, not shown, 
corresponding to the screws 114. Obviously at least the 
outer end portions ofthe clamps 112e are sufliciently 
bendable to function in the same manner as the separate 
members 112 of FIG. 10. The addition of the lugs 108e 
and; integral clamps 112a results in an even sturdier and 
.more rigid construction. 

Turning now to FIG. 6 of the drawings, illustrated 
'therein is an alternative for the upper left cornerV of 
FIG. 4. More particularly, FIG. 6 shows a top rear rail 
30h which is similar to the top rear rail 30 and which has 
a socket 100b for a horizontally extending prong 9817 
corresponding to one Vof the horizontally extending prongsV 

on all sides of the-horizontal ^ 
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98 of the corner connector 94 (or to one of the horizon- ' 
tally extending prongs 98a of the corner connector 94a). 
The rail 30h is secured to the prong 98h by one or more 
screws -114b threadedA into the prong 98b and having their 
heads seated on the inwardly projecting flangesV separat 
ing the socket 100b from an adjacent downwardly-facing 

v channel 82b corresponding to one of the channels 82 in 
the top rear rail 30. With this construction, no clamp cor 
responding to one of the clamps 112 is necessary. Conse 
quently,V the vertical thickness of the top rear rail 30h 
can be considerably less than the vertical thickness of the 
top rear rail 30, as will be evident from a comparison of 
FIG. 6' with the upper left corner'of FIG. 4. The net re 
sult is much bettervisibility of the contents of the show- Y 
case. The treatment shown in FIG. 6 may, of course, be 
carried out around the entire top portion of the showcase 
frame. 

Referring to FIG. 7, which is similar to the upper right 
corner of'FIG. 4, illustrated therein is a top front rail 28e 

1 corresponding to the top front rail 28 and provided with 
4a longitudinally-extending socket 100e containing' a hori 
zontally-extending corner-connector prong 98e corre 
:sponding to one of the prongs 98 of the corner connector 
‘94 (or one of the prongs 98a of the corner connector 
94a). The top front rail 28e` is secured to the prong 98e 
`lby a diagonally-oriented self-tapping screw 114C extend 
ing through the top front rail 28e into the prong 98C. This 
lconstruction, which may also be carried out around the 
yentire top portion of the showcase frame, has the sameV 
:advantages as the construction of FIG. 6, and has the 
:additional advantage that the screw 114e can be installed 
more easily than the screw 114k. ' 

Referring now to FIG. 8 of the drawings, illustrated 
therein is a showcase-frame construction which is simi 
lar to Vthat shown in FIG.v 7, but which utilizes a top front 
rail 28d made of two sheet metal pieces 30d and 32d, 
instead of a single extrusion. The two pieces 30d and 32d 
may be formed of stainless steel, for example, and may 
Vbe suitably welded together'.V It will be noted that the cross 
sectionalconñguration of the top front rail 28d is essen 
tially the same as that of the top front rail 28C. One or 
more screws 1-14d secure the top front rail 23d to a hori-' 
zontally-extending corner-connector prong 98d disposedV 

Y in a socket 100d in the top front rail 28d. The construc 
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tion of FIG. 8 may be extended throughout the entire 
showcase frame and may ¿be used wherever a material 
such as stainless steel is desired. It will be understood 
that, with this construction, base and corner connectors 
similar to the base and corner connectors 42 and 94 may 
be used. ’ v Y 

FIG. 9 of the drawings illustrates how two of the show 
cases 20 may be secured together end-to-end in abutting 
relation with the corresponding side glass panels 66 
omitted, the bases 22 being flush with the showcase frames 
at the ends of the two showcases to permit both the bases 
and the frames to abut. The two showcases are locked 
together by a member 120 having two flanges 122 in 
serted into notches 124 in filler strips 126 disposed in the 
channels 68 in the front posts 24 which normally receive 
the front edges of the side lglass panels 66. -The corre' 
sponding rear posts 26 and the corresponding side rails 
32 may be locked together in a similar manner so as to 
firmly secure the two showcases 20 together in the desired 
end-to-end, abutting relation. Y ' 

FIGS. 13 to 15 illustrate a somewhatdilferent show 
case frame construction, viz, one utilizing vertical bolts 
or tie rods to secure theV upperV corners to the base. More 
particularly, FIG. Y13 illustrates Va corner connector 94e , 
which is similar to the corner connector 9,4, except thatV 
it has no depending prong corresponding to the depend 
ing prong 96. However, it does have a separate, L-shaped 
part forming horizontally-extending prongs 98e corre 
sponding to the prongs 98. The corner connector 94e is 
secured to a suitable base by a long, vertical bolt or tie 
rod 99e extending upwardly through the lower porttion 
of the corner connector 94e and threaded into the apex 
of the Lshaped part forming the prongs 98e. The tie rod 
99e may be concealed within the socket 46 of one of the 
front and rear posts 24 and 26, and is provided at its ' 
lower end with a suitable head, not shown, which mayY 
be seated against the lower surface of the base 22, for 
example. Alternatively, the tie rod 99e may have a nut, 
not shown, threaded on its lower end and seated against 
the lower surface of the base. It will be apparent thatV 
with this construction, the tie rod serves to pull the corner 
connector 94e ñrmly down against the upperrend of the 
post 24 or 26. ' , 

FIG. 14 shows an A L-shaped 'base connector «101e 
adapted to be mortised into the upper surface of the base 
22, for example, and adapted to have the tie rod 99e ex-V Y 
tend downwardly therethrough. The tie rod 99e is shown 
in FIG. 14 as threaded at its lower end to receive a nut,V 
Vnot shown, seated against the lower surface of the Vbase.V Y 
22. It will be understood that thestructu'resV of FIGS. 
13 and 14 may be ̀ used together at each corner of the> 
showcase. . ' 

FIG. 15 Villustrates an alternative upper corner construc 
_tion which comprises an Lshaped corner connector 94j 
providing two horizontally-extending prongs 98j corre 
sponding to the prongs 98 of the corner connector 94.` 
The comer connector 94jc is adapted to be held down by 
a tie rod 99f in the same manner as the cornerV connector ' Y 

94e. The corner connector 94jc is adapted to be used with ` 
rails 1031‘ corresponding generally, for example, tothe 
front rail 28 and one of the side rails 32. In this instance, 
however, the rails 103]c have mitered ends abutting las 
indicated at 105i. This construction provides a sharp 
corner which is not objectionable so long as it is located 
above head height. j 
As will be apparent from the foregoing description, Y 

the present invention materially reduces manufacturing, 
assembling, »shipping and glazing costs by providing a 
showcase frame which requiresno welding and subsequent 
grinding, polishing, cleaning, plating, and the like, whichV 

Y can be shipped disassembled (or various components of 

75 

which can be shipped in stock lengths and cut-to size at 
the destination), and which isV easily assembled and 
glazed at the destination, preferably utilizing glass 'ob-Y 
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tained locally. The invention further provides 4a show 
case frame which can be assembled and glazed at its 
destination with but a few screws, or the like. The inven 
tion still further provides a showcase frame which has 
a perfectly smooth exterior, all adjacent external sur 
faces being ilush with each other, which has rounded 
corners at waist level, and which has no external screws, 
or the like. This smooth, tlush external construction, with 
no external screw heads, provides a pleasing appearance 
and is easy to clean. Furthermore, in most of the embodi 
ments disclosed, the various posts and rails require only 
simple, square-cut ends, such square-cut ends producing 
only hair-line joints at their abutments with other` 
components. 

Various »approaches may be used in glazing the show 
case 20. One approach is to install the base connectors 42 
and the bottom rails 58, 70 and 76 on the base 22 and 
then install the front and rear posts 24 and 26 and the 
front and side glass panels 56 and 66. Thereafter, the pre 
assembled top rails 28, 30 and 32 and corner connectors 
94 are installed. An alternative approach is to reverse 
the foregoing procedure by preassembling the top` rails 
28, 30 and 32 and corner connectors 94 upside down, 
and then installing the posts 24 and 26 and the glass 
panels 56 and 66. The base 22, with the base connectors 
42 and bottom rails 58, 70 and 76 mounted thereon, is 
installed last, with the showcase still upside down. With 
either approach, the top glass panel 118 and the bypass 
ing rear panels 88 are installed last, there being enough 
clearance in the upper channels for the bypassing glass 
panels to permit installing them after the showcase frame 
has been completely assembled and locked up. 

Although exemplary embodiments of the invention 
have been disclosed herein for purposes of illustration, 
it will be understood that various changes, modifications 
and substitutions may be incorporated in such embodi 
ments without departing from the spirit of the invention 
as deñned by the claims which follow. 

I claim: 
1. A showcase-frame corner construction, including: 
(a) a post member and two rail members respectively 
having square-cut ends positioned in corner-forming 
relation; 

(b) said post member and said rail members respec 
tively having longitudinal sockets therein Which ex 
tend to said square-cut ends thereof; 

(c) said post member and one of said rail members 
respectively having therein longitudinally-extending 
panel-receiving channels in a common plane; 

(d) said post member and the Áother of said rail mem 
bers respectively having therein longitudinally 
extending panel-receiving channels in a common 
plane; 

(e) a corner connector having three prongs respec 
tively aligned with and plunged into said sockets in 
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said post and rail members and having three abut 
ment surfaces respectively parallel to and engaged 
by said square-cut ends of said members in abutting 
relation; l 

(f) said prongs having snug sliding tits in said sockets; 
and 

(g) means comprising screws respectively extending 
laterally into said sockets and into engagement with 
said prongs, and bearing against said members, for 
securing -said ends of said members to said prongs, 
respectively, whereby said snug :fitting prongs and 
said screws constitute multiple securing means hold 
ing said post and rail members in assembled relation. 

2. A corner construction as deñned in claim 1 wherein 
at least some of said screws extend from within one of 
said panel-receiving channels into a said socket. 

3. A corner construction as deñned in claim 1 wherein 
at least some of said screws extend obliquely between 
adjacent panel-receiving channels into a socket. 

4. A corner construction as defined in claim 1 including 
a longitudinal slot through ythe base lof at least one of said 
panel-receiving channels into an adjacent socket. 

5. A corner construction as defined in claim 4 wherein 
at least some of said screws extend from within said one 
channel, through said slot into said adjacent socket. 

6. A corner construction as defined in claim 5 including 
a clamping member in said one channel, said screws also 
extending through said clamping member to clamp the 
same against the bottom of said one channel. 

7. A corner construction as defined in claim 1 including 
a base member having an upstanding lug secured thereto, 
said lug having a snug sliding fit in the socket of said post 
member at the lower end thereof. 

8. A corner construction as defined in claim 1 wherein 
the outer exposed surfaces of said post and 4rail members 
and said corner connector merge with each other in flush 
relation at said abutment surfaces to define a smooth con 
tinuous outer surface throughout said corner construction. 
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